
  

 

THE GYAN BHAIRAV GLOBAL SCHOOL 

HARPUR, GUTHANI, SIWAN (BIHAR) 

Class- 9th 

Holiday Home Work 

Subject- Social Science 

1. State the main reason behind town planning in Bombay. How did it differ from total 
planning in London? 
2. What was the pace of development of cities in India in the early 20 th century? 
3. Differentiate between Western Ghats and Eastern Ghats. 
4. Why is Bombay a ‘city of dreams’ for some, while a city of hardship for others? Explain. 
5. What was the condition of children during the 18 th and 19 th centuries? 
6. Describe the influx of migrants in Bombay. 
7. Locate and label the following items on the given outline map of world: Territories under 
German expansion (Nazi power): 

(i) Australia 
(ii) Poland 
(iii) Czechoslovakia (Only Slovakia shown in the map) 
(iv) Denmark 
(v) Lithuania 
(vi) France 
(vii) Belgium 

8. Give three historical processes which have shaped modern cities in decisive ways. 
9. What are the peculiar features of Nazi thinking? 
10. How was ‘Marine Drive’ devised? 
11. Can you suggest some measures in the education system to mitigate the problem of the 
educated unemployed? 
12. What was the condition of poor laborers in London? 
13. Match the following leaders with their roles in making of the Constitution: 
14. What is the role of health in human capital formation? 
15. Give explanations for the following: 
(a) Why well-off Landowners supported the need to build housing for the poor in the 
nineteenth century? 
(b) Why a number of Bombay films were about the lives of migrants? 
(c) What led to the major expansion of Bombay’s population in the mid-nineteenth century? 
16. Distinguish between Bhangar and Khadar. 
17. Explain the social changes in London which led to the need for the Underground railway. 
Why was the development of the Underground criticized? 
18. What was the status of women folk in the conservative industrial towns? 
19. Give two reasons why the population of London expanded from the middle of the 
eighteen nth century. 
20. Why has India a rich heritage of flora and fauna? 
 



  

 

Subject- Mathematics 
Holiday homework: Do all questions of exercise 6.2, 7.2, 12.1 and complete assignment 

 

Subject: Science 

1. Learn the questions - answers of the assignment. 

2. Learn the name and symbol of atoms from Hydrogen to Zinc (See the period table), Also 

learn their atomic mass. 

 


